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How to reach Villa Carolina
Once landed in Capri harbor, you have to reach the famous Piazzetta, the main center of Capri island, opting between
the funicular, the taxi or the bus. We recommend you to choose between the funicular and taxi.
A funicular ticket costs € 2,00. Tickets can be purchased either in Naples - in the two bars of the "Beverello" harbor or
in the bar of "Calata di Massa" harbor - or directly in Capri at the end of the arrival jetty hydrofoils/ferries on the
right. The journey time is about 4 minutes.
Alternatively, the price of a taxi ride to the Piazzetta is about € 20,00. The journey time is aboout 10 minutes.
One landed you can directly leave your suitcases to the luggage service that will deliver them directly to the Villa.
From the harbour to the Piazzetta the service cost is 5 euro (that you can pay directly to the luggage service) per
luggage, we will pay the rest of the trait. You have just to communicate the direction: Villa Carolina Via Cesina 26.
You can reach Villa Carolina only by foot, for this reason we strongly recommend you to bring at least a pair of
comfortable shoes and especially to use the luggage service in order to avoid unnecessary fatigue and enjoy the
beautiful walk.
Once arrived into Piazzetta there are two ways to reach the Villa:

Option 1) longer but less steep (about 18 min walking)
From the Piazzetta, take the street called Via Longano. The entrance of the street is in the Piazzetta between TOD’S and
lE PARISIENNE shops. Walk along the street - that will become Via Sopramonte - for about 10 minutes. Once arrived to
a big cross take the uphill on the left (Via Tiberio) for abour 50 meters (165 feet). Take the first street you find on the
left called Via Cesina. Proceed upto number 26, on the right you will find the entrance of Villa Carolina.

Option 2)shorter but steepest (about 15 min walking)
From the Piazzetta, take the street called Via le Botteghe. The entrance of the street is in the Piazzetta between BAR
GRAN CAFFE' e LA TABACCHERIA DELLA MONICA. Walk along the street - that will become Via Croce - for about 8
minutes. Once arrived to a big cross proceed straight on Via Tiberio. Walk along Via Tiberio for about 50 meters (165
feet). Take the first street you find on the left called Via Cesina. Proceed upto number 26, on the right you will find
the entrance of Villa Carolina.

